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Accelerate your AI implementation
with our experienced humans
Boost your AI vision, solution, or product by tapping into

our decade of AI experience
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Using reinforcement learning to improve Large Language Models




What is reinforcement learning, how does it work, and how it’s used in ChatGPT and InstructGPT
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Case study

Customized image recognition system for retail analytics




We have achieved 93% reduction in data gathering time by reducing the amount of manual work
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News

deepsense.ai teamed up with WWF

to protect Poland’s river ecosystems




Our team developed an intelligent system to recognize oxbows, an essential element in the protection of river ecosystems
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Our AI Solution Services
Wherever you are on your AI journey, we can guide and implement projects

in Generative AI, Natural Language Processing, Computer Vision,

Predictive Analytics, MLOps and Data Engineering
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AI Advisory
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Customized AI Software
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        I consent to receive commercial information about deepsense.ai sp. z o.o., including details about its products and offer, through email communication.*
        The administrator of the personal data provided by you in the registration form is deepsense.ai sp. z o.o., headquartered at al. Jerozolimskie 44, 00-024 Warsaw, Poland. Your personal data will be processed for the purpose of directing marketing content to you.

            Detailed information about the processing of your personal data, including your rights, can be found in our privacy policy.

            * This consent is required to receive email communication from deepsense.ai sp. z o.o. regarding the company and its offerings.
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Locations





United States of America
	deepsense.ai, Inc.
	2100 Geng Road, Suite 210
	Palo Alto, CA 94303
	United States of America






Poland
	deepsense.ai Sp. z o.o.
	al. Jerozolimskie 44
	00-024 Warsaw
	Poland
	ul. Łęczycka 59
	85-737 Bydgoszcz
	Poland










Let us know how we can help




	Our service offerings
	contact@deepsense.ai


	Media relations
	media@deepsense.ai
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